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Year 4 Home Learning 

Learning Log: Pack 2 
Support for Home Learning can be found at Y.4@arkbentworthprimary.org 

Learning can be accessed through your child’s account on the following: 
DB Primary https://arkbentworth-lbhf.secure-dbprimary.com/ 
Mathletics https://www.mathletics.com/uk/ 
Accelerated Reader https://ukhosted40.renlearn.co.uk/2142174/ 

However, we recommend that this is in addition to the times below. 
Please do not feel pressured to finish all the material in one week. However, we will continue to 
give out new packs each week to ensure full coverage of the curriculum. 

Reading 
We will be reading a poem called ‘Munch, Crunch, Packed Lunch’ and 
answering questions. There is also comprehension questions about Maya 
Writing. 

Writing 

This half term we will be looking at Non-chronological reports (NCR). Pupils 
will be reading ‘The Pineapple’ (model text) and identifying the features of a 
NCR in preparation for creating their own. They also have an activity where 
they need to create a poster to persuade other children to use less plastic. 

Maths We will be looking at length, perpendicular and parallel lines. We will also 
be learning about perimeter. 

Spelling We will be doing spelling work based upon the vocabulary from this 
week’s reading. 
There will also be spelling work assigned on DBprimary. 

The wider 
Curriculum 

Topic - Children will be learning about What the Ancient Maya believed. They 
will be learning about the importance of Maya priests and the variety of Gods 
and Goddesses’. 
Science – Children will be doing a science experiment this week. If you do not 
have the resources then there will be images and videos on dB primary that will 
help them complete the task. 
Art – Children will be learning about Salvador Dali. They will look at his art 
work and try to create something similar using pictures of objects and animals. 

Extra 
Activities 

We recommend your child go onto dB primary daily to upload work, 
comment on other children’s work or complete activities. We are 
there to respond any issues with the packs. 
There will be daily activities uploaded onto dB primary that will include French, 
Music and Online safety. There will also be writing and maths challenges 
available. In addition, we have included a wellbeing activity. 

Websites Go on this site dkfindout.com and research the Ancient Maya and Teeth. 
Go on epic books and read or listen to thousands of books available. On 
YouTube there is science with Maddie Moate, dance with Oti Mabuste and PE 
with Joe Wicks. Also, there is cooking videos by Jamie Oliver on channel4.com 

Many thanks for your continued support, 

Mr Nieto and Mrs Morgan 

Year 4   Teachers 

http://www.arkbentworth.org/
mailto:Y.4@arkbentworthprimary.org
https://arkbentworth-lbhf.secure-dbprimary.com/
https://www.mathletics.com/uk/
https://ukhosted40.renlearn.co.uk/2142174/
http://www.dkfindout.com/


Pack 17 Session A
Talk Task: Estimating length
See guidance at end of the pack
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Pack 17 Session A
Activity: Estimating length

1) Are these lines longer or shorter than 5 cm? Measure and write
down the length of each.

2) Draw straight and curved lines that are approximately 5 cm
long. Use a ruler and string to measure the length and check
your accuracy.
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Pack 17 Session B
Talk Task: Parallel and perpendicular

Copyright © Mathematics Mastery 2020

Perpendicular

Must create a 90 degree 
angle when they meet.

Not perpendicular

Task: Draw a line on each one
to create a perpendicular.



Pack 17 Session B
Activity: Parallel and perpendicular
1) Draw lines to each point and explain if the lines are parallel or not.

2) Create examples and non-examples for parallel and perpendicular lines.

______________________

______________________

______________________

______________________

______________________

______________________

______________________

______________________

Copyright © Mathematics Mastery 2020

Parallel lines are two lines that never meet. 
They are always the same distance apart.



Pack 17 Session C
Talk Task: Perimeter
Can you show the perimeter of each shape with a another colour pen.
Not a calculation

The perimeter is the distance around 
the edge of a 2D shape.

L.Wilkins
Pencil



Pack 17 Session C
Activity: Perimeter
1) Estimate and then measure and calculate the perimeter of each shape.

2) Draw shapes with a perimeter of approximately 15 cm.
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Pack 17 Session D
Talk Task: Exploring perimeter

Copyright © Mathematics Mastery 2020

Estimate what the
perimeter is for 
each shape



Pack 17 Session D
Activity: Exploring perimeter

12 cm

7 cm

12 cm

7 cm

10 cm

5 cm

12 cm

7 cm

8 cm

5 cm

12 cm

7 cm

6 cm

3 cm

12 cm

7 cm

6 cm

5 cm

Work out the perimeter. Remember to include missing lengths

What do you notice?
Where could you go next?

Copyright © Mathematics Mastery 2020

12 cm

7cm - 5cm
= 2cm

12cm - 10cm
= 2cm

7cm - 5cm
= 2cm

12cm - 8cm
= 4cm



SERIES TOPIC

E 12 Length, Perimeter and Area
Copyright © 3P Learning

Work with a partner to measure the following parts of your body with a tape 
measure. Label your measurements to the nearest centimetre in the boxes.

Draw lines for the following measurements. Make sure you start each line on the dot. 

a 14 cm •

b 1
2  cm •

c 8 1
2  cm •

Answer these questions about the lines above:

a How much longer is line b than line c?  cm

b What would the length of line b be if it was 3 cm shorter?  cm

c What would the length of line c be if it was 9 cm longer?  cm

Units of length – metres and centimetres

5

6

7

8

Measure the length of the lines below using a ruler. Write each length in 
centimetres, to the nearest centimetre.

a  cm

b  cm

c  cm

a  Across your 
shoulders. 

 cm

c Around one ankle.  cm

e  From your foot 
to the top of 
your thigh. 

 cm

g  From the top of 
your forehead to 
your chin. 

 cm

b Around your head.  cm

d Around one wrist.  cm

f Around one knee.  cm



Grammar

Complete the sentence with an appropriate adverb.
Mr Bold glanced at Mrs Bold _________ .

Underline the expanded noun phrase. 
Betty found herself in filthy, muddy water. 

Continue this sentence with the coordinating conjunction 

‘but’.
They were soaking wet, but 

Circle the conjunction in the sentence. 
Mrs Bold laughed when she heard Mr Bold’s joke. 

Change this sentence into a question. 
Minnie was the only human who knew the Bolds’ secret.

Spelling

Practise each word. Choose two and write their definitions. 

Choose two to write in sentences.

Week 5: Grammar and Spelling prompts

strength

suppose

surprise

therefore 

though/although

thought

through

various

weight

woman/women



Reading

Read the poem – Munch, Crunch, Packed Lunch

1. What could an ‘eco box’ be made of?

2. How can changing your packed lunch make a
difference?

3. List three things you can put in a packed lunch to
reduce your plastic waste.

4. Draw a picture of what this ‘planet-saving’ packed
lunch would look like.

Extension:

Find out three other ways you can help to save the 
planet.

Week 5: Reading and writing prompts

Be the Change - Munch, Crunch, Packed Lunch

Writing

Make a poster persuading other children to have packed 
lunches with no plastic packaging. 
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Munch, Crunch,  
Packed Lunch . . .

Your packed lunch can
if you plan it
help to save our
ailing planet,
you’ll be saving
just by scrapping
straws and packets,
plastic wrapping,
get an eco 
box or two
made of wheat straw
or bamboo,
put in your lunch 
and with no oil
the shut-tight lid
won’t let it spoil,
banish crisps 
and juice in boxes,
fill with wraps 

BeTheChange_BPB_MME_text.indd   4 15/07/2019   17:45
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and nuts and coxes,
sliced ham rolled up
(roast or parma),
blueberries, grapes
or a banana, 
carrot slices
eggs and cheese,
pizza pieces 
pickled peas,
naan bread sarnies,
carrot crunch,
sustainable
sustaining lunch!

Liz Brownlee

Packed lunches contribute to a lot of unrecyclable 
waste products. You can help! See how creative you 
can become making lunches with no plastic packing 
whatsoever. Have a competition each week to see 
who has brought the greenest lunch to school! Use a 
reusable water bottle for drinks. Sometimes a reusable 
plastic box is the only solution; but these can last a  
long time.

BeTheChange_BPB_MME_text.indd   5 15/07/2019   17:45



Th.e Maya were one of th.e five ancient civilisations 
to develop a writing script. Th.e earliest Maya writing 
was found in Guatemala and dates to as far back as 
300 BC. 

Th.e Maya people used signs or symbols called 
h.ieroglyph.s or glyph.s for sh.ort. Maya writing was 
written in columns and th.en read in a zig-zag way, 
like th.is: 

Codices 

Maya Writing 

Th.ere was not one single Mayan language and th.ere are over 800 Maya glyph.s. 

Examples of Maya writing h.ave been found carved in wood, on pottery, on stone monuments and in codices (books). 
Th.eir temples were also carved with. writing. 

Codices were Maya books written by priests and clever 
people. In 1562, Diego de Landa (a priest - religious 
man) ordered th.e burning of many Maya codices as 
h.e believed th.ey were a work of th.e devil. Th.e Spanish. 
also burned h.undreds of oth.er documents as well. 

Landa's records on Maya writing were useful in h.elping 
us to understand th.eir writing system. He wrote a 
guide to some of th.e glyph.s wh.ich. became known 
as Landa's alph.abet. In th.e 1950's, a Russian man 
called Yuri Valentinovich. Knorosov discovered th.at a 
lot of th.e Maya writing was based on sounds. Th.is 
h.as really h.elped us to understand th.e Maya writing 
a lot better. 

Th.ere are four known codices left today; Grolier, Madrid, Paris and Dresden. 
Th.e Madrid Codex 
Th.e Madrid Codex measures 
22 feet in length.. It is painted 
on both. sides and contains 
information about religious 
beliefs and rituals. It is now 
kept in th.e Museo de America 
in Madrid. 

Th.e Paris Codex: Th.e Paris Codex was found in Paris and contains important information about th.e 
Maya astronomical signs (similar to zodiac signs). Th.e Paris Codex is kept at th.e National Library 
of Paris in France. 

Th.e Dresden Codex: Th.e Dresden Codex was found in Vienna, Austria, in 1759. It is th.e most 
complete of th.e th.ree codices. 

Th.e Grolier Codex: Th.e Grolier Codex was displayed at th.e Grolier Club in New York. Some 
h.istorians argue th.at it is fake, alth.ough. th.e fig bark paper it is written on is real. 



Maya Writing Comprehension Questions 
1. Wh.ere were th.e earliest examples of Maya writing found?

2. Wh.at is th.e name of th.e symbols th.e Maya people used to write with.?

3. Wh.ere h.as Maya writing been found?

4. Wh.o was Diego de Landa?

5. How did th.e Russian man, Yuri Valentinovich. Knorosov h.elp us to
understand Maya writing better?

6. Wh.ich. places do some of th.e Maya codices get th.eir names from?

7. Wh.ich. codex is th.e most complete?

8. Wh.ich. codex migh.t not be real?

Now can you th.inR of your own question to asR. a friend? MaR.e sure you 

Rnow th.e answer too! 

My q,uesti.on: 

'esl €!) 
!ll'ij l!!'J! G)@e, '9=91°"6 K" 



The Pineapple 

The Pineapple is one of London’s most exciting landmarks and is the 
largest fruit-shaped building in the United Kingdom. Not only is its 
outstanding exterior worth the visit, but its buzzing interior also 
helps to attract approximately 2,835,200 visitors per year. 

When was it built? 

Incredibly, this iconic building was built in 1989 by the famous 
architect, also known for designing The Orange, Sir Chaise Coulson-
Williams. Impressively, this colossal structure was built to celebrate 
the success of the children of Ark Bentworth and their love for this 
tropical fruit.  

Where is it located? 

Interestingly, The Pineapple is situated in the bustling centre of 
White City in West London. This famous building is found outside 
Wood Lane station next to the well-known BBC Television studios. 
Standing at an extraordinary 325m tall, this glorious structure stands 
out in the London skyline which can be seen from anywhere in the 
city.  

What are its main attractions? 

Each floor represents the diverse ethnicities that London has to offer, serving the finest local 
cuisine with a side of traditional music to keep you well-entertained while eating. A firm 
favourite would be the 11th floor, otherwise known as the Caribbean Collective, which has 
live performances from the Queen of Calypso Mrs Morgan.   

To summarise, The Pineapple’s unique architectural design attracts thousands of tourists a 
day, it is located in one of London’s most popular areas of London and its variety of 
entertainment makes it feel like a new experience every time you visit. I believe that this 
distinctive skyscraper is worth the trip thanks to its cultural dining and immersive 
entertainment experience. 

Picture of The Pineapple 



Part A: Non-chronological reports (NCR) 

LO: To know the features of a NCR  

Task 1: Write out the features of a NCR. 
1. _____________________________

_____________________________
2. _____________________________

_____________________________
3. _____________________________

_____________________________
4. _____________________________

Task 2: 

Identify all the features on the model text by 
annotating the text. 

Task 3: 

Create a toolkit that you can use to remind of 
all the key features when you write your own. 

Part B: Plan 

LO: To be able to create a plan for my model 
text. 

Task 1: Write a boxed-up plan of the text. 

Heading 

Introduction: Introduce building 

Paragraph 1: Sub-heading with key point. 

Paragraph 2: Sub-heading with key point. 

Paragraph 3: Sub-heading with key point. 

Conclusion: Summarise key points. 

Part C: Design your building. 

LO: To be able to design and annotate my 
building. 

Task 1: Draw your own building. Try to be as 
imaginative as you can. Here are some 
structures to inspire you. 

Task 2: Annotate your building. You need to 
think of the following: 
Location? What makes it unique? 

When was it built? 

Part D: Plan your NCR. 
LO: To be able to create a plan for your 
innovated NCR. 

Task 1: Write a boxed-up plan of your own 
NCR. 
E.g.
Heading: The Pineapple

Introduction: Introduce The Pineapple. 

Paragraph 1: When was it built? 
Built in 1989 by Sir Chaise to celebrate 
children of Bentworth. 

Paragraph 2: Where is it located? 
White City standing 325m tall. 

Paragraph 3: What are its main attractions? 
Each floor celebrates different cultures. 

Conclusion: Summarise key points. 



Part E: Nouns and pronouns 
LO: To know how to use nouns and pronouns 
clarity. 

Task 1: Write down all the pronouns used to 
describe The Pineapple in the model text. 

E.g. Iconic building, colossal structure,
glorious structure.

Task 2: Think of different pronouns to 
describe your structure. You can use some 
from the model text.  

Part F: 5 W’s in the Introduction 

Task 1: What are the 5 W’s in the  
introduction of the model text? 
What?   ________________________ 
Where? ________________________  
When?   ________________________ 
Who?     ________________________ 
Why?     ________________________ 

Task 2: What will be your 5 W’s in your 
innovated NCR? 

What?   ________________________ 
Where? ________________________  
When?   ________________________ 
Who?     ________________________ 
Why?     ________________________ 

Part G: Start writing 

Task 1: Read your plan and try to memorise it 
by retelling someone at home. 

Task 2: Have your toolkit in front of you and 
begin writing your NCR. 

Task 3: When you finish, read and ensure you 
have included all the features and edit work. 
(What do we do with mistakes?) 

Task 4: Upload your work to dB. 

Sentence starters: 

When   

Have you ever thought 

If   

Imagine,  

Even though   

Are you aware that 

Sometimes   

Strangely enough 

Often   

An important thing  

Despite  

Would you believe 

In addition,   

In summary 

Furthermore,   

Incredibly, 

Fortunately,   

Unfortunately, 

Surprisingly,   

Unusually, 

Amazingly, 



Add the correct verb to the sentence. 1 2

Add the correct verb to the sentence. 3 Add the correct verb to the sentence. 4

Add the correct verb to the sentence. 5 Add the correct verb to the sentence. 6

goodstuffprimaryresources.com

We  ________   playing nicely. I ______ only joking! 

_______ you late? She ________ annoying me.

My mum _______ singing. You ______ first in the line.

Add the correct verb to the sentence. 

was/were was/were

was/werewas/were

was/were was/were

There  ________   a lot of people 
in the building.

There  ______ a small stain on 
the carpet. 

There  _______ a letter on the 
floor. 

There  ________ consequences 
for her behaviour.

There ______ a bright light 
shining.

There  _______ an incident on 
Tuesday.



Rewrite these sentences so that the 
adverbial becomes a fronted adverbial. 
Remember to add your comma correctly.

1 2

Rewrite these sentences so that the 
adverbial becomes a fronted adverbial. 
Remember to add your comma correctly

3 Rewrite these sentences so that the 
adverbial becomes a fronted adverbial. 
Remember to add your comma correctly

4

Rewrite these sentences so that the 
adverbial becomes a fronted adverbial. 
Remember to add your comma correctly

5 Rewrite these sentences so that the 
adverbial becomes a fronted adverbial. 
Remember to add your comma correctly

6

goodstuffprimaryresources.com

The cat screeched all of a sudden! She did a huge stretch in the morning.

She tiptoed towards him as quiet as a 
mouse.

Brush your teeth before you go to bed.

I felt sick immediately.
The bird watch vigilantly at the 
top of the tree.

Rewrite these sentences so that the 
adverbial becomes a fronted adverbial. 
Remember to add your comma correctly



Name__________________________________ 

Year 4 spelling and handwriting practise 

Year 3/4 statutory word list 

Look       Say     Cover    Write    Check 

Make sure that your handwriting is joined like the example. 

answer                                                              

answer                                                              

appear                                                              

appear                                                              

arrive                                                               

arrive                                                               

believe                                                              

believe                                                              

bicycle                                                              

bicycle                                                               



Look up each word in the dictionary to check its meaning. Write out the definition in your own words. 

answer _______________________________________________________________________________ 

appear _______________________________________________________________________________ 

arrive _______________________________________________________________________________ 

believe _______________________________________________________________________________ 

bicycle _______________________________________________________________________________ 

Now use the space below to write some of your own sentences using these words. If you can write 8 good quality 

sentences you will earn a Dojo (use extra paper if needed). 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Session 3 – Does eating and drinking damage our teeth? 

Tooth Decay Investigation! 

Amazingly, egg shells are made from a hard material that 
is very similar to the material our teeth are made from. 
The shell of an egg behaves in a similar way to the enamel 
of our teeth.  

In school we would have set up an investigation to look at 
the damage different foods and drinks can do to our teeth 
by using eggs! If you have the equipment at home, then 
you could set this investigation up yourself but if you do 
not, then you can find out what happens by reading the 
information in this booklet.  
In your workbook, you should try to complete everything 
for this session except for the table if you do not set this 
investigation up at home.  

This is what you need: 

• Four eggs
• Four glasses or jars

• Orange juice
• Fizzy drink (full sugar type)

• Vinegar – this is like the acid in lots of foods

• Water
• If you have more eggs you can test tea,

coffee and milk

This is what you need to do: 
• Pour the same amount of each liquid into a different glass or jar
• Carefully place a whole egg into each of the liquids

• Every other day, carefully take out each of the eggs and draw (or describe) what
they look like

• After day 7, look at the eggs and think about the impact those liquids can have on
your teeth

• Try rubbing the shell of each egg and see what happens. Imagine that is the
enamel on your teeth!

How can you fill in your workbook? 

The following information should help you to fill in your workbook: 

Aim: This is where you write what the investigation is trying to find out.  

Prediction: This is where you write what you think will happen to each of the eggs. 

Liquids being tested: Write the names of the liquids that you are testing. You can 
test up to six different liquids.  
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Fair Test: It is important for an experiment to be a fair test. You carry out a fair test 
by making sure that you only change one factor (thing) at a time whilst you keep all 
other conditions the same. Here, you need to write the one thing that you are 
changing for each egg and all of the things that you are keeping the same for each.  

Table: To fill in the table, you should write the names of the different liquids in the 
first column. Write the names sideways to make them fit! In the ‘Day 1’ column, 
draw or describe what each of the eggs look like at the very beginning of the 
investigation. Then, every other day (days 3, 5 and 7), take the eggs out of the glasses 
or jars and dry or describe how they are changing.  

Completing page 16: If you have set up the investigation at home, you should wait 
until after day 7 of the investigation to answer the questions on page 16. If you have 
not set up the investigation, read the next part of this booklet to see what happens to 
the eggs. You can then answer the questions on page 16 of your workbook.  

What happens in the investigation? 

Looking at the images above, you can see what has happened to each of the egg 
shells. Remember, the egg shells act like the enamel of your teeth! 

• The water has not damaged the egg shell at all

• The sugar in the coke has dissolved part of the egg shell and has dyed the rest
of it brown

• The acid and sugar in the orange juice has dissolved a lot of the egg shell

• The acid in the vinegar has almost completely dissolved the egg shell – what is
left is actually the soft layer underneath the egg shell

How can we stop this from happening to our teeth? 
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Session 3 – What did the Ancient Maya believe? 

What do we know about Ancient Maya priests and religion? 

Religion was an extremely important part of daily life for all of the Ancient Maya 
people – from the slaves right up to the king or queen of a city-state. This is some of 
what we know about Ancient Maya priests and religion: 

• The chief priest was also the king or queen
• Maya people worshipped their ancestors as well as a

range of gods and goddesses
• Pyramids and temples were built as monuments to

worship and give thanks to the gods
• There were religious ceremonies all through the year
• Each of those celebrations had strict rules for foods,

drinks, dances and music
• Specially trained priests lived and worked in cities

and organised the festivals
• All Ancient Maya people believed in a scary afterlife
• Villagers believed in half priest, half wizards -

shamans who had special powers

What do we know about the Ancient Maya gods and goddesses? 

We know that the Ancient Maya worshipped and range of gods and goddesses and 

this is some of what we know about them:

• The Ancient Maya had over 160 gods and goddesses
• We do not know the names of some and so they are given

a letter until their names are discovered
• They used them to try and explain the world and so had

them to represent most things
• For example, they had gods and goddesses for: water,

rain, rivers, fire, the sun, the moon, life, death, marriage,
birth, foods, drinks, farming, health, medicine

• They would make sacrifices to the gods and goddesses if
they wanted to please them or to ask them for protection

• We know about the Maya gods through carvings and
through writing in the different codices (books)

Who were the Ancient Maya gods and goddesses? 

The Ancient Maya had gods and godesses to represenent every elemenet of life (or 

death) and sometimes even had more than one to represten the same thing. The next 

page will give you information about some of those gods and goddesses – remember 

that they are all given a letter as a name until their name was discovered. Some 

names have still not been discovered.  
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These are some of the Ancient Maya gods and goddesses: 

Ix Chel K’awiil Yum Kaax ‘God L’ 

The Maya goddess 
of the moon, 
healing, medicine, 
waters and 
childbirth. Her 
name is thought to 
translate to 
‘Rainbow Lady’.   

The god of royalty, 
lightning, serpents 
and fertility. The 
Maya believed he 
protected royal 
lines and the 
coronation of new 
rulers.    

The ‘Lord of the 
forest’ – god of 
wild plants and 
forest animals. He 
helped those who 
hunted and 
protected the fields 
from wild animals.  

Although his name 
has not get been 
discovered, God L 
was a very 
important figure. 
He is the god of 
war and 
merchants.  

Chaac K’inich Ajaw Itzamna Goddess I 

The god of rain 
and lightning. His 
lightning axe could 
strike the clouds 
and would create 
thunder and rain.  

Also known as 
Kinich Ahau. The 
Maya sun god who 
was believed to 
have turned into a 
jaguar at night. He 
was also linked 
with warriors.  

One of the most 
important gods. 
Itzamma was the 
god of fire who 
created the Earth. 
Itzamna was ruler 
of heaven, day and 
night.  

A youthful goddess 
linked to marriage 
and weaving. She, 
like Ix Chel, is 
linked to the moon 
and sometimes the 
goddesses are seen 
as one.  
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What was the Ancient Maya 

creation myth? 

Like many other religions, the Ancient Maya 
had their own creation myth. A creation myth 
is a way of explaining how the world came to be 
and where the first people came from.  

Read the Ancient Maya creation myth and 
then order the events in you workbook. The 
first event should be number 1 and the final event should be number 8. After that, 
retell the myth in your own words – there is space to do this in your workbook.  

All was still and quiet. There was not yet one person, not one animal, bird, fish, 

plant or tree. There was only the sky, the sea and the creators – the Plumed 

Serpent and the Heart of Sky.  

The earth arose because of them. It was simply their word that caused it to 

appear. It arose suddenly, like a cloud. Then the mountains came forth.  

Next the creators planned the animals — the deer, pumas, jaguars, rattlesnakes 
and birds. They asked the animals to talk and to praise their makers. But the 

birds and animals did not talk; they just squawked and howled. The creators had 

to accept that they could not talk and their flesh would be eaten by others but 
they still wanted to create a being which would show them respect.  

With their goal in mind, they made a body from mud. However, it didn’t look 

good. It talked at first but then crumbled and disappeared into the water.  
They decided to make wooden carvings and so wooden humans came into being. 

These talked and multiplied, but there was nothing in their minds and hearts. 

The wooden carvings could not remember and so respect to their creators.   

The creators needed to remove the wooden carvings and so there came a great 

disaster. They devised a flood and it rained all day and all night. The animals 

came into the homes of the wooden carvings and ate them. The people were 
gone. 

The Plumed Serpent and the Heart of Sky then had an idea. They decided to use 

corn. The human skin was made from corn, their arms and legs were made of 
corn, and their bodies were made from corn. These people could speak, hear and 

see. They had enough feeling in their hands to hold things. They had intelligence 

and most importantly they all remembered the words of the creators and could 
therefore give thanks to them.  

Many nations were created and they multiplied. There were dark-skinned and 

pale-skinned people and in the beginning they are shared the same language.  



Art – Salvador Dali and Surrealism

This week we are going to be exploring Surrealism and learning more about the artist Salvador 

Dali. You will have two tasks to complete. Once you have completed your tasks please send them 

to us via the class email or on DB primary. We can’t wait to see your Surrealist pieces!  

Here is a little introduction to Salvador Dali and Surrealism: 

Salvador Dalí was a very eccentric man. Here is a picture of 

him. 

You can always recognise him because he has a funny moustache. 
He liked to dress in crazy clothes and have long hair which people 
found very shocking at the time. 

Salvador Dalí made paintings, sculptures and films about the 
dreams he had. He painted melting clocks and floating eyes, 
clouds that look like faces and rocks that look like bodies. 

Sounds weird right? Think about what your paintings would look 
like if you painted your dreams? I bet they would be pretty weird 
too! 

Dalí was involved 
with surrealism. 
This was an art 
movement where 
painters made 
dream-like scenes 
and showed 
situations that 
would be bizarre or 
impossible in real 
life. Look at this 
painting – does the 
lake look like a fish 
to you? 
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Surrealist artists were influenced by a famous psychoanalyst called Sigmund Freud. A 

psychoanalyst is a doctor who studies the human mind and tries to understand it. Freud 

believed our mind was divided into two parts: the conscious part and the unconscious part. 

The conscious mind is what we use to make decisions every day, like whether we walk or ride 

a bike to school. The unconscious mind is where our memories are stored. Most of the time 

we are not aware of our unconscious mind, but sometimes the memories stored there get 

mixed up in our dreams and this is what Dalí tried to paint. 

 

Task 1: Choose one of the Dali images and answer 3 following questions about 

it.  

How do you think this image was made? 

 

How do you feel when you look at this artwork?  

 

What is exciting about this artwork? 

 

Read more at: https://www.tate.org.uk/kids/explore/what-is/surrealism  
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Here is Dalí's version of a surrealist 

sculpture. It is called Lobster 

Telephone. You couldn't call anything 

on that! 

What two objects would you put 
together to create a surreal 
sculpture? 

 

 

 

 

 

Here are some more examples of surrealist inspired combinations.  
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Task 2: Use the images on the previous page and the objects below as inspiration for your 

own surrealist piece. You can also use objects from around your house. Choose at least two 

of them to combine together to create a surrealist drawing or painting. (Use whatever 

materials you have at home) 



Restful routine 
 

Sleep isn’t always easy. Sometimes it can be really hard to fall asleep and even harder to get 

back to sleep if you wake up in the night. You can learn to prepare yourself for sleep using a 

restful routine.  

 

Why do we sleep?  

Our bodies use the time we are asleep to grow, repair and reset for a 

new day. When we don’t sleep, we get tired and can be unhappy. 

You should be getting around 10 – 12 hours of sleep a 

night. 

 

 

When we sleep 

- Our muscles can rest, heal and get stronger. 

- Sleep re-energises your brain ready to learn new things. 

- During the night when you are asleep your body releases a chemical that makes your 
body grow.  

 

Set-up for sleep 

Relax before you go to bed and try to get up at the same time every day.  

 

To set-up for sleep make sure your room is:  

- Tidy 

- Quiet 

- Dark (a night light is ok) 

- A comfortable temperature 

 

Avoid electronic devices before bedtime 

Bright lights can make it hard for your brain to slow down and sleep. Electronics give off 

light that can make your brain think it is daytime. Try turning off any screens an hour before 

you go to bed to help make you feel sleepy.  

 

Try this: Bedtime chart 

Make a bedtime chart with steps to follow to help prepare you for sleep.   

- Change your clothes and brush your teeth. 

- Once in bed read quietly or read a story with an adult. 

- Do a calming mindful practice and get into bed. Like the one on the next page. 

- Turn the lights down and close your eyes.  



 

 

Bedtime breathing 

 

This breathing exercise is something you could include in your bedroom chart. You 
will get the most benefit from it if you do it regularly. This can be done lying in bed 
after you have finished reading. 

Make yourself as comfortable as you can.  

If you're lying down, place your arms a little bit away from your sides, with the palms 
up.  

• Let your breath flow as deep down into your belly as is comfortable, without 
forcing it.  
 

• Try breathing in through your nose and out through your mouth.  
 

• Breathe in gently and regularly. Some people find it helpful to count steadily 
from 1 to 5. You may not be able to reach 5 at first.  
 

• Then, without pausing or holding your breath, let it flow out gently, counting 
from 1 to 5 again, if you find this helpful.  
 

• Keep doing this for 3 to 5 minutes. 

 

 



Pack 1: Length, lines and perimeter

Session A: Estimating length

Resources needed: String, ruler, measuring equipment e.g. measuring tape

The purpose of this session is to spend time developing a sense of length and 
increasing accuracy when estimating and using a variety of measuring tools.

Talk Task

Measuring is all about making comparisons. You use a tool, such as a ruler, to 
compare an object to the units marked on the scale. Before focusing on reading 
scales and using centimetres and metres, explore measurement language using 
non-standard units such as body parts. How many of your hands would be the 
same length as this table? Think of something that is the same length as your 
arm. Think of something that is shorter/taller/about the same height as you. 
Focus in on standard units of measure by asking learners what they know about 
centimetres and metres. Ask them to estimate some lengths by using their hands 
or fingers. How long is 1 cm, 10 cm, 30 cm, 1 m? Use a ruler to check their 
measurements and allow them to adjust and feel the length before trying another 
length in order to increase accuracy.
Use the image of the pencil and pen to discuss how to use a ruler. The way they 
are lined up against the ruler prompts discussion of using zero and you should 
draw attention to the fact that zero is usually not right at the end of the ruler. 
Notice that you can still work out their lengths by reading the scale and 
calculating the difference. Imagine sliding the pen and pencil so they line up with 
zero and check that your calculations make sense. 
Use your surroundings to estimate and measure a range of objects with a variety 
of measuring tools. Pay attention to how accurate learners are being, 
encouraging them to describe to you what they are doing. Work with metres, 
centimetres and millimetres extending into further sessions as needed.
Return to the Talk Task sheet and estimate the length of the two curved lines. 
Place a piece of string along the line and then measure the string to see how 
accurate you were. Discuss when it can be easier or harder to estimate length.

Activity

The activity sheet provides lines to measure. The first three 
are deliberately positioned to cross the width of five squares 
on the grid even though they are not all 5 cm long. Space is 
provided for learners to draw lines approximately 5 cm long 
and then measure them to check accuracy.

Video guidance

Step-by-step
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https://vimeo.com/393388375/cfa064d3b3


Pack 1 Lines, length and perimeter

Session B: Parallel and perpendicular

Resources needed: Pencils or sticks

The purpose of this session is to develop understanding of parallel and 
perpendicular lines. 

Talk Task

Connect to the previous session by thinking about how to compare the lengths of 
two pencils. Asking learners to do this will probably result in them lining the 
pencils up next to each other. They will make the pencils parallel to decide which 
is longer. Take this opportunity to point this out and talk about the word parallel. 
The sets of line segments at the top of the sheet are all the same length and yet 
the way they are arranged can make it seem as if they aren’t. Ask learners to 
convince themselves that they are all the same length and to talk about what 
they notice. With the first pair, it can seem like the vertical line is longer. Discuss 
if you see this and play around with arranging pencils to see if their position 
changes the way you perceive their lengths.
The first pair of lines are perpendicular: they meet at a right angle. Ask learners if 
they know this word then find and create examples and non-examples of 
perpendicular lines making connections with understanding of right angles.
Return to thinking about parallel lines and imagine that a pencil is part of a line 
that continues forever in either direction. Ask learners to rotate the pencil and 
describe some objects that the line hits. Use a second pencil to imagine two 
lines continuing forever in either direction. Move the pencils and talk about when 
and where the lines would cross and when they would not. Attach the word 
parallel to situations where the lines do not cross. 
Choose an example and a non-example to focus on what is the same and what 
is different. Use a third pencil to explore the distance between the pairs of lines. 
With parallel lines, you can show that the distance never changes. Continue the 
discussion using the grids on the sheet. Talk about why the first pair of lines are 
not parallel, use the second grid to draw other lines that are parallel (or not) and 
extend the line segments on the final grid to support reasoning. 

Activity

The activity sheet provides space to write reasons for how 
learners know if pairs of lines are parallel. Encourage them to 
demonstrate what they have understood from the session. 
For the second question, ask learners to label what they 
draw using the words parallel and perpendicular.

Video guidance

Step-by-step
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https://vimeo.com/393644837/2af9d014c4


Pack 1: Lines, length and perimeter

Session C: Perimeter

Resources needed: A ruler and string

The purpose of this session is to understand perimeter as a measure of length. It 
is the length of the boundary of a shape.

Talk Task

Area and perimeter are often confused by learners because experiences can 
involve looking at both together. Perimeter is a measure of length whereas area 
is a measure of surface. In an attempt to ensure clarity on the differences, 
perimeter is deliberately placed within a pack on length and area is explored in 
later packs.
Discuss the shapes on the sheet, reviewing understanding of polygons as 2-D 
shapes with straight sides. Continue to work on measuring by asking learners to 
estimate the length of the boundary of each shape. Ask them to trace the length 
around the outside with their finger and decide how long this is. Write down your 
estimates and then work to accurately measure the perimeter. 
Use a ruler to measure each straight side length and record. For any curved 
sides, use a piece of string and place it along the length before straightening and 
measuring against a ruler. Observe how learners are using the ruler and support 
them to decide if they use millimetres or centimetres and millimetres.
When adding together side lengths there are opportunities to discuss how to 
calculate and how to explain and show the steps of chosen strategies. Having 
measured the perimeter of different shapes, flip the activity and ask learners to 
use the string to mark out different shapes that have a perimeter of 20 cm. They 
can cut the string or tie a knot to make a loop of this length and then explore 
different ways of arranging it to create different shapes. 

Activity

The activity sheet provides further practice with estimating 
and measuring perimeter. 
Then learners sketch shapes with a given perimeter. 
Encourage them to use a ruler and a piece of string to tackle 
this challenge.

Video guidance

Step-by-step
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https://vimeo.com/393645009/be4bed461f


Pack 1: Lines, length and perimeter

Session D: Exploring perimeter

Resources needed: Scissors

The purpose of this session is to explore perimeter, giving lots of opportunity to 
find perimeter and calculate as well as notice interesting properties and 
investigate further.

Talk Task

Each of the small rectangles on the sheet measures 2 cm by 3 cm. Nine of them 
have been arranged in a rectangle. Explain this to learners and ask them to tell 
you about the lengths of the sides of this larger rectangle. Ask them to calculate 
the perimeter. 
Explain that we are going to take away the smaller rectangles and explore what 
happens to the perimeter. The sheet has suggestions of shapes to look at and 
you should cut out the rectangles and give them to learners to play with and 
move around. 
For the shapes you explore, sketch a small example and label with side lengths 
and the perimeter. There are lots of chances to calculate and you can select 
some examples to explore different strategies and review content of earlier 
packs on calculations. A number line is a useful model for showing calculations 
because it mirrors a ruler and you can imagine taking sections of the perimeter 
and laying them flat along a line. 
You will be able to find lots of examples where the perimeter stays the same. 
Group these together and look at what is the same and what is different between 
them. Visualise sliding the sides out to see the original rectangle and therefore 
realising why the perimeter has not changed. 
Find examples where the perimeter has changed and look at why these are 
different. You can explore how many different perimeters are possible and decide 
if there are any perimeter lengths that are not possible with these rectangles.  

Activity

The activity sheet provides a starting rectangle and guides 
learners through a similar experience. Make sure learners 
realise that some of the lengths are missing and need to be 
worked out. Encourage them to choose where to go next and 
provide additional paper for them to continue to sketch and 
explore how to keep the perimeter the same and how to 
increase or decrease the perimeter. 

Video guidance

Step-by-step
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https://vimeo.com/393645197/7a2484a2c9


Caption

ANSWERS



Maya Writing 
Comprehension Answers
1. The earliest examples of Maya writing

were found in Guatemala.

2. The name of the symbols the Maya people used to write
with were called hieroglyphs or glyphs for short.

3. Maya writing has been found carved in wood, on
pottery, on stone monuments and in codices (books).
They have also been found carved in temples.

4. Diego de Landa was a priest who ordered the
burning of many Maya codices (books).

5. Yuri Valentinovich Knorosov helped us to understand
Maya writing better because he discovered that a
lot of the Maya writing was based on sounds.

6. Some of the Maya codices get their names from
these places; Grolier, after the Grolier club in
new York, Madrid, Paris and Dresden.

7. The Dresden Codex is the most complete.

8. The Grolier Codex may not be real.

Non-chronological report answers.
Part A
Task 1: Write out the features of a NCR

1. Introduction, Paragraph 1, Paragraph 2, Paragraph 
3 and Conclusion.

2. Must include a heading and sub-headings.
3. Frontal adverbials with the correct punctuation.
4. Nouns and pronouns to improve clarity and avoid 

repetition
E.g Instead of constantly saying The Pineapple, you say colossal 
structure, wonderful building.

Part F: 5 W's in the Introduction
Task 1: What are the 5 W's in the introduction of the 
model text?
What? The Pineapple
Where? London
When? Present (2020)
Who? Visitors
Why? Outstanding exterior
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